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Abstract

The advent of 5th generation of mobile networks (5G) will not only require the
upgrade of the radio access segment of the network, but will also introduce some
new challenges for the transport network. Different strategies can be employed by
the network providers to address these challenges with the aim to achieve an efficient
utilization of network resources, and to keep the network power consumption and
cost to a similar level as today’s networks. The most feasible option to achieve these
goals is to introduce intelligence in the transport infrastructure by designing a flexible
and programmable transport network. This can be achieved thanks to the ability to
jointly orchestrate radio and transport domains that will allow network providers to
allocate the resources dynamically, according to variation of traffic demand.

Network function virtualization (NFV) and dynamic resource sharing (DRS)
are two possible techniques for realizing a flexible transport network. NFV allows to
dynamically push network functions to different locations in the network, while DRS
allows for sharing transport resources in a flexible manner. Both of these strategies
can be realized by employing a programmable control framework based on software
defined networking (SDN), which has implications on both the network data and
control planes. For this reason, it is crucial to investigate both the data and the
control plane aspects of these strategies. However, this thesis specifically focuses on
the data plane aspects of NFV and the control plane aspects of DRS.

Considering the network caching as a specific example of network function, the
data plane aspects of NFV are studied in terms of different architectural options
for cache placement in order to see which options are the most efficient in terms of
network power consumption and cost. The results presented in this thesis show that
it is not very efficient to place a small-sized cache for each small group of users in
their close proximity. Instead, placing large-sized caches further down in the network
for a large group of users is a more efficient approach.

The control plane aspects of DRS are analyzed in terms of which provisioning
strategy should be used for sharing a limited amount of transport resources. The
analysis is presented for both a single-tenant case (i.e., where the role of service and
network provider is played by the same entity), and a multi-tenant case (i.e., where
a network provider manages the resources assigned to different service providers in
an intelligent way).

For the single-tenant case, this thesis proposes a DRS strategy for a centralized
radio access network with optical transport. In this scenario, the transport resources
are dynamically shared among different radio base stations (RBSs) according to
the temporal and spatial variations of wireless traffic requirements of the RBSs.
The simulation and emulation results presented in this thesis show that this scheme
results in a saving of up to 31.4% of transport resources as compared to a conventional
overprovisioning approach.

For the multi-tenant case, this thesis proposes a strategy where the network
resources are dynamically shared among different types of clients, by taking into
account the temporal variation in service requirements of the clients. The results
obtained after solving mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for
the proposed scheme show that it performs much better than the conventional static
slicing approach (i.e., without sharing of resources), which translates into significant
cost savings for the network providers.

In summary, this thesis analyses different aspects of NFV and DRS which are
considered to be quite promising solutions for addressing the 5G transport challenges.
It demonstrates that by introducing flexibility and programmability in the transport
infrastructure through these schemes, the network resources can be utilized more
efficiently which can enable the network providers to lower their costs significantly.

Keywords: 5G transport, network function virtualization, dynamic resource
sharing, software-defined networking, centralized RAN, network virtualization.
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Sammanfattning

Införandet av 5:e generationens mobilnät (5G) kommer inte bara att kräva upp-
gradering av radioaccess-delen av nätverket, utan kommer också medföra nya ut-
maningar för transportnätet. Nätleverantörer kan möta dessa utmaningar med olika
strategier för att uppnå ett så effektivt utnyttjande av nätverksresurserna som möj-
ligt, så att nätverkets energiförbrukning och kostnad hålls på en liknande nivå som i
dagens nätverk. Den mest framkomliga vägen för att uppnå dessa mål är att införa
intelligens i transportinfrastrukturen genom att konstruera ett flexibelt och program-
merbart transportnät. Detta kan åstadkommas tack vare möjligheten att samtidigt
styra radio- och transportdelarna av nätverket vilket tillåter nätleverantörerna att
allokera nätverksresurserna dynamiskt, allteftersom trafikbehovet ändras.

Nätverksfunktionsvirtualisering (NFV) och dynamisk resursdelning (DRS) är
två möjliga metoder för att realisera ett flexibelt transportnät. NFV tillåter att man
dynamiskt förlägger nätverksfunktionerna till olika platser i nätverket, medan DRS
tillåter att man delar transportresurserna på ett flexibelt sätt. Båda dessa strategier
kan realiseras genom att använda ett programmerbart ramverk för nätverkskontroll
baserat på programvarustyrt nätverkande (SDN), vilket påverkar både data- och
kontrollplanen hos nätet. Av denna anledning är det viktigt att man utvärderar kon-
sekvenserna av dessa metoder för både data- och kontrollplanet. Denna avhandling
fokuserar dock särskilt på konsekvenserna av NFV för dataplanet och konsekvenser-
na av DRS för kontrollplanet.

Som ett specifikt exempel på nätverksfunktion undersöks cachelagring. NFV stu-
deras utifrån ett dataplansperspektiv där nätverksarkitekturer med olika placering
av cachelagringen jämförs för att se vilket alternativ som är mest energi- och kost-
nadseffektivt. Resultatet som presenteras i denna avhandling visar att det inte är
särskilt effektivt att placera en liten cache i närheten av varje liten grupp av an-
vändare. Istället är det effektivare att placera en större cache för många användare
längre ned i nätet.

Kontrollplansaspekterna av DRS analyseras utifrån vilka principer som bör an-
vändas för att fördela en begränsad mängd av transportresurser. Analysen presente-
ras för både fallet single-tenant (dvs. där nätleverantören även tillhandahåller tjäns-
terna) och ett fall av multi-tenant (dvs. där en nätleverantör hanterar transportre-
surserna som tilldelats olika tjänstleverantörer på ett intelligent sätt).

För fallet single-tenant föreslår denna avhandling en DRS-strategi för ett centra-
liserat radioaccessnät med optisk transport. I detta scenario, fördelas transportresur-
ser dynamiskt mellan olika radiobasstationer (RBS) beroende på hur kraven från den
trådlösa trafiken varierar i tid och rum. Simulerings- och emuleringsresultaten som
presenteras i denna avhandling visar att detta tillvägagångssätt innebär en besparing
av transportresurser på upp till 31,4% jämfört med konventionell överallokering.

För fallet multi-tenant föreslår denna avhandling en strategi där nätverksresur-
ser delas dynamiskt av olika typer av klienter, där man tar hänsyn till hur klienter-
nas krav på tjänster varierar i tiden. Resultatet, som erhållits genom att använda
en algoritm för linjär blandad heltalsprogrammering (MILP), visar att ett sådant
dynamiskt tillvägagångssätt presterar mycket bättre än det konventionella, statis-
ka tillvägagångssättet (dvs. utan resursdelning), vilket i sin tur innebär betydande
kostnadsbesparingar för nätleverantören.

Sammanfattningsvis analyserar denna avhandling olika aspekter av NFV och
DRS, som anses vara lovande lösningar för att möta kraven som 5G ställer på trans-
portnätet. Genom att införa flexibilitet och programmerbarhet i transportinfrastruk-
turen med dessa metoder, kan nätverksresurser utnyttjas mer effektivt, vilket i sin
tur gör det möjligt för nätleverantörerna att sänka sina kostnader avsevärt.

Nyckelord: 5G transport, nätverksfunktionsvirtualisering, dynamisk resursdel-
ning, programvarustyrt nätverkande, centraliserat RAN, nätverksvirtualisering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The 5th generation of mobile networks (5G) is expected to be introduced into
the market around 2020 [1]. One of the major challenges for 5G is to support
a massive increase in data traffic and in the number of connected devices. This
will be achieved by the introduction of new radio access technologies and new
radio network architectures [2]. The advances in the radio access segment and the
provisioning of a vast variety of services in 5G will also introduce new challenges for
the transport network, i.e., the part of the network which carries the traffic from
radio base stations to the evolved packet core (EPC).

The authors in [3] listed some of the challenges posed by 5G on the trans-
port network: (i) huge traffic volumes, (ii) high capacity on-demand and (iii) fast
reconfigurability of transport resources. Huge traffic volumes are expected in the
transport network in order to support very high data rates resulting from the den-
sification of radio sites and the increase of capacity per site requirements. High
capacity on-demand is required to provide an enhanced service to the users in
specific geographical locations only for a short period of time (e.g., sports events,
musical concerts, festivals etc.). Moreover, fast reconfigurability of transport re-
sources is needed to guarantee the required user experience levels while they are
also on the move. Apart from these challenges, low end-to-end latency is also a
crucial requirement for the transport network in order to provide the services with
strict delay requirements or just to enhance the quality of user experience.

In order to address the 5G transport challenges mentioned above, the network
providers have different options. On the other hand, regardless of the strategy
chosen to address the transport challenges, it is important that the network power
consumption and cost do not increase as a result of it, as well as the network
resources are used efficiently. The most simple and straightforward way to address
the 5G transport challenges would be the overprovisioning of transport resources.
In this case, network providers need to allocate enough transport resources to cater
for the highest possible (resource) demand. Although the availability of ultra-
high capacity transport helps to tackle most of the 5G transport challenges, yet

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the goal of providing low end-to-end latency would not be achieved while using
this approach. Moreover, this scheme does not allow for an efficient utilization
of network resources and hence it brings a potentially high cost for the network
providers.

Another option would be to introduce intelligence in the transport infrastruc-
ture by designing a flexible transport network. Flexibility in the transport network
allows network providers to allocate transport resources dynamically according to
the variation in traffic demand. This dynamicity results in an efficient use of net-
work resources and hence lowers the costs for network providers. Moreover, the
flexibility not only requires the use of reconfigurable network components but also
the network control should be dynamic. The transport resources need to be al-
located dynamically based on the status of different domains in the network (i.e.,
radio, transport, and cloud). The transport network should also have fast recon-
figuration capabilities in order to adapt to the rapid variation in traffic demand.
These requirements can be fulfilled by introducing programmability in the trans-
port network since it helps to dynamically allocate the network resources on-the-fly
through a programmable control framework.

There are plenty of options at the network providers’ disposal to add flexibility
in the transport network, which can be implemented in the data plane (i.e., the part
of a network which carries the traffic generated by users) and/or the control plane
(i.e., the part of a network which carries the management traffic and is responsible
for configuring the data plane elements). Network function virtualization (NFV) [4]
and dynamic resource sharing [5] are two possible techniques for realizing a flexible
transport network [6].

NFV introduces flexibility in the transport network by dynamically pushing
network functions to different locations in the network. For example, by moving
different network functions (e.g., baseband processing, packet aggregation, caching
etc.) close to the user allows the network providers to serve some of the traffic
requests locally. This helps to address the challenge of end-to-end latency as well
as huge traffic volumes because some of the traffic is offloaded from the core network.
It is worth mentioning here that the activation of network functions needs to be
done flexibly by the network providers depending on the traffic requirement, which
impacts the design of control plane of the network.

On the other hand, dynamic resource sharing allows for sharing the limited
transport resources in a flexible manner. Similar to the case of NFV, the control
plane needs to be flexible in order to allocate the resources dynamically to different
segments of the network based on certain requirements (e.g., high traffic during
peak business hours, events etc.). This approach helps to address the challenge
of high capacity on-demand, i.e., to provide the capacity when/where required by
dynamically allocating transport resources.

Although the above mentioned strategies are quite general, one of the most
feasible frameworks to implement them is a control plane based on the software-
defined networking (SDN) [7] paradigm. SDN is an emerging architecture which
decouples the control plane from the data plane, and enables a network provider
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to control the network resources through programmatic application programming
interfaces (APIs). SDN can also enable the end-to-end joint orchestration between
different technology domains by providing a framework for the interaction between
different controllers (i.e., radio, transport, and cloud controllers) as shown in Fig.
1.1 [8]. SDN can provide the required flexibility for NFV and dynamic resource
sharing by employing a programmable control framework, that can decide about
which segments require the network functions to be activated and where more
resources need to be allocated. Hence, a SDN-based framework is considered to be
the best candidate to implement the NFV and dynamic resource sharing.

The use of a SDN-based framework for NFV and dynamic resource sharing
impacts both the data plane and the control plane design. For example, the benefits
of NFV can be achieved by introducing intelligence in the control plane in order to
activate the network functions based on traffic requirement. On the other hand, the
aspect of where to place the equipment which hosts the network functions to achieve
these benefits is part of the data plane. Similarly for the case of dynamic resource
sharing, the sharing itself is done at the data plane, however the sharing policy is
implemented in the control plane in order to instruct the data plane elements on
how to realize this policy.

Orchestrator 

Transport Controller Cloud Controller 

e.g., radio base stations,
baseband units 

Control Plane 

Data Plane Radio 
Resources 

Cloud 
Resources 

e.g., data centers

Radio Controller 

Transport 
Network 

Figure 1.1: SDN-based framework for joint orchestration of different domains in
the network.

1.1 Thesis Contributions

This thesis focuses on the data plane aspects of NFV and on the control plane
aspects of dynamic resource sharing. The data plane aspects of NFV have been
studied in terms of different architectural options for the placement of NFV equip-
ment, i.e., the servers running the network functions. In the most ideal case, this
equipment should be placed at each segment of the network and activated by the
control plane when required, depending on the traffic demand. This would offload
a very high amount of traffic from the core network and also improve the end-to-
end latency. However, placing the NFV equipment at each segment of the network
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would have a significant impact on the total power consumption and cost of the
network. Hence, it would be more efficient to place the equipment only in certain
segments of the network. Therefore, different architectural options for the place-
ment of NFV equipment have been investigated in order to see what options are
the most efficient in terms of power consumption and cost.

On the other hand, the control plane aspects of dynamic resource sharing have
been analyzed in terms of how to implement a strategy for sharing a limited amount
of transport resources. The fact that the dynamic resource sharing may lead to an
efficient utilization of resources, seems like an obvious intuition. However, there
is a need to quantify how much benefits can be achieved by using this approach,
as compared to a static scenario in which resource sharing does not take place.
This assessment is required in order to justify the increase in the complexity of
the control plane that comes when sharing transport resources. Hence, this thesis
quantifies the benefits of dynamic resource sharing, and also proposes a strategy
for realizing the sharing of transport resources.

Two different scenarios have been considered for dynamic resource sharing: a
single-tenant case where the role of service and network provider is played by the
same entity; and a multi-tenant case where a network provider assigns network
resources to different clients (i.e., service providers) and manages the resources
allocated to all the clients in an intelligent way. In the latter case, dynamic resource
sharing is referred to as dynamic slicing, because each client gets a slice of the
network resources that is managed dynamically by the network provider.

The contributions of this thesis can be divided into three parts.

1.1.1 Power and cost efficient architectural options for NFV

5G transport networks can be deployed by considering a number of architectural op-
tions, e.g., all-optical network, with intermediate electronic processing, with/without
NFV capability. Since network caching is a specific example of NFV, this thesis
considers the transport networks in which the end-to-end latency is improved by
placing caches in different segments of the network. Placing caches in each segment
of the network might be quite inefficient due to power consumption and cost in-
curred by the cache. Most of the current works in this area focus only on the energy
efficient cache placement while ignoring the impact of caching on the network cost.
Therefore, different architectural options are considered in this thesis in order to
understand which segments of the network should be equipped with caching ca-
pabilities while minimizing the overall network power consumption and equipment
cost. The results from Paper I of this thesis indicate that it is not very efficient to
place a small-sized cache in the close proximity of each small group of users as this
results in a big increase in the total power consumption and cost of the network.
On the other hand, placing large-sized caches further down in the network for a
large group of users is a more efficient approach.
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1.1.2 Benefits of dynamic resource sharing in an optical C-RAN

The joint orchestration of different technology domains (i.e., radio, transport, and
cloud) has the potential to significantly improve the network resource utilization.
However, there is not much work done to investigate the benefits of joint orchestra-
tion of radio and transport resources. Such an orchestration framework can enable
the network providers to share the transport resources dynamically according to the
requirements of the radio segment of the network. A proof of concept showing the
benefits of dynamic resource sharing with joint orchestration of radio and transport
resources in a centralized radio access network (C-RAN) with optical transport is
available in the literature. However, the advantages of this scheme in a realistic
network scenario have not been evaluated yet. This thesis discusses the benefits
of dynamic resource sharing in a realistic scenario based on C-RAN in terms of
a better utilization of the transport resources. A provisioning strategy has been
proposed to dynamically share the transport resources among multiple radio base
stations based on the spatial and temporal variation in wireless network traffic re-
quirements. Apart from simulation, an optical data plane emulator (with a real
control plane instance) has been developed to evaluate these benefits. The simula-
tion and emulation results in Papers II and III show that the proposed strategy
can save up to 31.4% of transport resources as compared to a solution based on
overprovisioning.

1.1.3 Benefits of dynamic slicing in a multi-purpose transport
scenario

Typically, network providers allocate a fixed set of resources (i.e., slice) to the clients
during their entire service time. This comes at the expense of inefficient utilization
of network resources since the slice assigned to each client is not reconfigured ac-
cording to the variation in resource requirements of the client. There are a couple
of works, which propose strategies for slice reconfiguration. However, these strate-
gies reconfigure the already provisioned slices only if all the resources requested
by a new incoming client cannot be provided successfully. On the other hand, the
slice reconfiguration based on the temporal variation in resource requirements (i.e.,
dynamic slicing) seems to be ignored by the researchers. Hence, this thesis presents
the idea of dynamic slicing and its benefits are evaluated in a scenario where a
transport network operator serves different types of clients, i.e., radio, cloud, and
IP. The services requested by these clients have different resource requirements for
the day and for the night time, respectively. The transport network dynamically
provides the required resources according to these varying needs, instead of dimen-
sioning the slice of each client according to the peak requirements. The benefits
of dynamic slicing are evaluated in a scenario where the network is in operation,
i.e., each client gets a network slice for a certain holding time and then the client
releases all of the assigned network resources. This enables the network provider to
reallocate the released resources to other clients. The dynamic slicing is performed
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in two phases: (i) mapping a client’s request into the transport network taking
into consideration the current availability of resources (i.e., reject a request when
enough resources are not available), and (ii) reconfiguring an already provisioned
slice according to day/night resource requirements. If all the required resources
cannot be provided during the reconfiguration phase, the service provided to the
client is degraded. According to the results in Paper IV of this thesis, the dy-
namic slicing has evident benefits over a conventional slicing approach, and it can
help network providers to utilize their resources more efficiently. This enables the
network providers to accept more clients into the network and hence increase their
revenues. Moreover, the trade-off is studied in terms of service degradation and it
has been found that the level of service degradation is very small, which might be
acceptable for the network providers and clients.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows.
• Power and cost evaluation of different architectural options for NFV are

presented in Chapter 2. After describing the reference network architecture and
power/cost models, the results for power consumption and cost of different archi-
tectural options are discussed in detail.

• Chapter 3 describes the benefits of dynamic resource sharing in a single-tenant
scenario. The algorithm for achieving dynamic resource sharing in an optical C-
RAN is presented and its performance is compared with a strategy based on resource
overprovisioning.

• The benefits of dynamic slicing in a multi-tenant scenario are discussed in
Chapter 4. A multi-purpose transport scenario for future networks is described in
detail. Moreover, the strategy for dynamic slicing and its performance evaluation
with respect to a strategy based on static (i.e., conventional) slicing are discussed
in this chapter.

• Chapter 5 draws some concluding remarks from this thesis and mentions some
of the directions for future work.

• At the very end of the thesis, there is a brief summary of all the papers
included in the thesis together with the description of what is the contribution of
the candidate.



Chapter 2

Power and cost efficient
architectural options for NFV

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the different strategies for addressing the
5G transport challenges should not bring a significant increase in the power con-
sumption and in the cost of the network. Since the use of NFV can address some of
these challenges, the placement of NFV equipment (i.e., servers) at different loca-
tions in the network while minimizing the power consumption and equipment cost
is a crucial aspect. The best performance with NFV can be achieved by placing
the network function capabilities at each segment of the network. However, this
comes at the expense of a sharp increase in the power consumption and cost due
to placement of a large amount of NFV equipment inside the network. Hence, only
certain segments of the network should be equipped with NFV capabilities.

This chapter presents an analysis of different architectural options for placing
NFV equipment in the transport network with the goal to determine the most
feasible alternative in terms of power consumption and cost of the network. Since
caching is a specific example of NFV, the analysis has been performed to study the
impact of placing caches at different locations in the network while considering the
traffic requirements for a dense urban scenario. After describing the models used
for power and cost evaluation, this chapter discusses the different options for cache
placement in the transport network.

2.1 Related Work

Although extensive research has been carried out both in academia and industry
to deal with the challenges of 5G transport networks, a little work has been done
so far to consider different architectural options for 5G transport networks that are
both power and cost efficient. The authors in [9] advocate that metro simplification
is an energy-efficient architectural solution for transport networks as it leads to
the reduction in the number of aggregation sites in the network. This architecture

7
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is based on the dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) concept and is
referred to as DWDM-centric transport solution. A DWDM-centric network per-
forms all-optical switching at the center of the network, while packet aggregation
is used at the edges of the network. The performance of a DWDM-centric solution
is compared to a reference scenario in which packet aggregation also takes place at
the intermediate nodes, i.e., a packet-centric solution [10]. The work in [9] proposes
a preliminary power consumption analysis of the performance of a DWDM-centric
network, but there are a number of open questions that are still unanswered. For
example, it is not clear what are the power implications when different options
for aggregating traffic are used in different parts of the network. It would also be
interesting to understand which transmission equipment can lead to a lower overall
energy consumption of the network, e.g., 10 Gbps vs. 100 Gbps. Moreover, the
work in [9] does not provide a cost evaluation of different variants of the proposed
solution. All these missing aspects are analyzed in Paper I.

Another interesting work is [11] in which the authors compare the power con-
sumption performance of circuit and packet switching architectures in optical back-
bone networks. This study reveals that in general, circuit switching is preferable
since it requires a fewer number of transponders and IP router ports. However, for
relatively low traffic values, the packet switching solution is more energy efficient
since it results in efficient utilization of network resources due to traffic grooming.
Similar to [9], this work focuses only on the power consumption analysis of circuit
and packet switching architectures and does not look into any equipment cost as-
pects. The results presented in Paper I analyze both the power consumption and
equipment cost of the above mentioned architectures.

The work in [12] considers the problem of energy-efficient cache and content
placement in a fixed-mobile converged network. An integer linear programming
(ILP) formulation is presented for finding the optimal strategy to switch-on/off the
caches in different segments of the network, with the objective of minimizing the
overall energy consumption of the network. The proposed scheme allows switching-
on only selected caches in the network, typically pushing the content closer to
the users under high traffic loads. This scheme always results in saving energy as
compared to the cases where the caches are always switched-on, and to the scenario
in which the network does not employ caching. The work in [12] assumes that all
the network segments are equipped with the caches. The energy impact of such
assumption can be mitigated by switching-on and off the caches dynamically based
on the value of the traffic load. On the other hand, having a large number of caches
has an impact on the total network cost, an aspect not considered by the paper.
The analysis presented in this chapter focuses on which network segments should
be equipped with caches in order to limit the total network equipment cost.

Moreover, the work in [13] compares the power consumption of caching in the
currently existing IP over WDM core networks to the power consumption that is
expected in the future networks with advanced optical network functionalities. The
future optical networks are expected to have sleep-mode capable network devices,
optical bypass functionality and reduced power consumption of transport. The
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results presented in [13] suggest that caching helps to significantly reduce the power
consumption of future transport networks even when the power consumption of
transport is expected to decrease. Apart from the power consumption analysis of
caching, the results presented in this chapter also describe how the caching would
impact the equipment cost in the future optical networks (i.e., using cost values
predictions for optical equipment referring to the year 2018).

The next section describes the network architecture considered in Paper I.

2.2 Network Architecture

The network architecture is based on the one proposed in [10] and comprises two
types of rings, i.e., optical access and metro rings, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The access
ring collects the traffic from the mobile network via an access point (AP) and
forwards it to the metro node (MN), while the metro ring delivers the traffic (both
mobile and fixed) from all the MNs to the service edge (SE). The mobile traffic is
carried to the APs via macro, micro, and pico Long-Term Evolution (LTE) base
stations, while the fixed traffic from home and business users is aggregated with
the mobile traffic at the MNs. Both a DWDM-centric and a packet-centric case
have been considered. As depicted in Fig. 2.1, the difference between these two
cases lies in the MN, which performs optical switching for DWDM-centric solution
and electronic switching for packet-centric case. It is worth mentioning that this
chapter describes only one of the possible network deployment options; however
two more deployment options have also been considered. They are described in
Paper I in detail.

Figure 2.1 shows that caches can be placed at either the APs or at the MNs
in the case of a packet-centric transport. However, placing caches at MNs is not
possible in the case of a DWDM-centric transport, because the MNs perform optical
switching and caching would require the termination of the optical signal. Moreover,
the caches placed at the APs are small sized because they serve a small group of
users, while the caches at the MNs are large sized in order to serve a large group
of users. The goal of this study is to find the most efficient alternative for cache
placement in terms of power consumption and cost. The next section describes the
models used for the power and cost evaluation of the network.

2.3 Power and Cost Models

The total power consumption/cost of the network is the sum of power consump-
tion/cost of all the equipment at the APs, MNs, and the SE. In the case of packet-
centric networks, the power consumption and cost of each of the AP, MN, and the
SE can be assumed to be proportional to the number of electronic ports which are
required to perform electronic switching. The number of required ports at each
node can be computed by counting the number of channels needed to support the
total aggregated traffic. This number is then multiplied by the power consump-
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Figure 2.1: Network architecture for DWDM-centric and packet-centric transport
solutions. © 2015 IEEE (Paper I).

tion/cost of an Ethernet port (which includes a tunable transceiver and a switch
interface) to get the power consumption/cost of each node.

For the case of DWDM-centric networks, the power consumption and cost of
the APs and the SE can be computed in the same way as in the packet-centric
network case, because they employ packet aggregation as well. On the other hand,
the MN employs optical switching, and its power consumption/cost is proportional
to the number of wavelength selective switches (WSSs) that are needed to connect
each MN to the access rings on one side, and the metro rings on the other. Multi-
plying this number by the power consumption/cost of a WSS gives the total power
consumption/cost of each MN.

Similarly, the power consumption/cost of the cache placed at each of the APs,
and at each of the MNs (only in the case of a packet-centric transport) can be
computed by counting the number of ports required for connecting an AP or a MN
to the cache. This number depends on the amount of offloaded traffic from the
core network as a result of caching. Moreover, the cache itself also contributes to
the total power consumption and cost of the network. The power/cost models are
described in more detail in Paper I.
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2.4 Performance Evaluation

Using the models described in the previous section, the total power consumption
and cost of different architectural options for 5G transport networks have been
evaluated in an extremely dense urban scenario. The detailed traffic requirements
of the scenario are reported in Paper I. Six different cases have been considered
for the performance evaluation study, as mentioned in Table 2.1. Case I refers to
a DWDM-centric network without caching, while case II extends case I by placing
a small YouTube and Netflix cache at each of the APs. Cases III-VI take into
account the different options for packet-centric networks. Case III does not include
caching at the MNs, and case IV employs a large YouTube and Netflix cache at
each of the MNs. All the aforementioned cases consider using either 10 Gbps or
100 Gbps transponders in the whole network. Cases V-VI are hybrid solutions
which use 10 Gbps transponders at the APs, while 100 Gbps transponders are
used at the MNs and at the SE. The analysis of these cases is motivated by the
observation that the aggregated traffic at each AP is much less than 100 Gbps,
while the traffic handled by the MNs and the SE is much higher than 10 Gbps.
Case III and case V are the same, with the only exception that case V uses hybrid
10G/100G transponders. Similarly, case VI employs 10G/100G transponders as
compared to case IV with either 10 Gbps or 100 Gbps transponders in the whole
network. The power consumption/cost values for the Ethernet ports, the WSSs,
and for the small/large sized YouTube and Netflix caches are reported in Paper I.

Table 2.1: Different cases considered for performance evaluation.

Case Switching at MN Caching Location
I Optical No caching
II Optical APs
III Electronic No caching
IV Electronic MNs
V Electronic (hybrid 10G/100G) No caching
VI Electronic (hybrid 10G/100G) MNs

Fig. 2.2(a) presents the results for total power consumption of the network
using 10 Gbps and 100 Gbps transponders. It is evident that among all the six
cases, case I with optical switching at the MN is the most energy efficient solution.
This is due to the very low power consumption of the optical equipment (i.e.,
WSSs) as compared to the electronic switching equipment. For the same reason,
the total power consumption for case III with electronic switching at the MN is much
higher. However, it might be a viable option for the network providers considering
the benefits of intermediate electronic processing, e.g., reduction in the amount of
required fiber resources due to statistical multiplexing, which is a big advantage in
fiber scarce scenarios.

On the other hand, it can be seen that case II with caching at the APs results
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in an increase in the total power consumption as compared to case I, due to the
power consumed by the YouTube and Netflix caches at each AP. However, this
increase might be acceptable for the network provider thanks to the improvement
in the Quality-of-Service (QoS) experienced by the end-user as a result of caching.
Since the APs perform packet switching in both DWDM-centric and packet-centric
cases, the caching at APs would bring the same increase in power consumption
in the packet-centric case as experienced in the DWDM-centric case. Considering
case IV, caching at the MNs also brings extra power consumption as compared to
case III without caching. However, it is interesting to note that the increase in
power consumption when moving from case III to case IV is much less than when
moving from case I to case II. This indicates that the best solution for caching in
packet-centric networks is to place large sized caches at the MNs, because they can
serve a larger number of users without incurring in very high power consumption
levels. However, placing small sized caches at the APs (i.e., close to the users)
brings an extra penalty in terms of the total power consumption for the network.
On the other hand, the only possibility for caching in the DWDM-centric case is to
place them at the APs, as mentioned before.

Finally, the cases V-VI with hybrid technology have lower power consumption
compared to cases III-IV with only 10 Gbps or 100 Gbps transponders. This is
because in the hybrid case, the wavelength capacity is used more efficiently. Since
the aggregated traffic at each AP is less than 100 Gbps, the capacity provided
by a 100 Gbps transponder placed at each AP would not be fully utilized. On
the other hand, 100 Gbps transponders require a more power-consuming 100 Gbps
Ethernet interface. Hence, 10 Gbps transponders should be used at the APs as this
results in less power consumption. Similarly, the MNs and SE need to handle a
traffic which is much higher than 10 Gbps, therefore, using 100 Gbps transponders
reduces the number of ports needed at the MNs and SE, and hence lowers the power
consumption.

Fig. 2.2(b) presents the cost analysis for the year 2018 (in terms of cost units
(CUs)) where one CU is the market price of 10 Gbps transceiver in the year 2014.
The figure shows that the DWDM-centric solution with optical switching at the
MN is the most economical solution while also being the most efficient one in terms
of power consumption, as discussed before. Similar conclusions can also be drawn
for the caching cost, as described earlier regarding power consumption, i.e., placing
the caches at MNs is more economical than placing them at APs in packet-centric
networks. Moreover, the hybrid solution (cases V-VI) is found to be a little bit
worse than the cases III-IV with only 10 Gbps transponders. This is due to the
fact that 100 Gbps equipment is very expensive. However, in order to deal with
increasing traffic levels in the future, network providers will be forced to utilize
100 Gbps equipment. In that situation, it would be quite viable to use the hybrid
solution with 10 Gbps equipment in the access segment of the network, with the
goal to achieve savings in the power consumption and cost of the network. A more
detailed analysis with different network deployment options is presented in Paper
I.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Total power consumption and (b) cost of the network using 10
Gbps and 100 Gbps transponders.





Chapter 3

Benefits of dynamic resource
sharing in an optical C-RAN

Transport networks are usually overprovisioned in order to support the peak wire-
less traffic requirements. However, the transport segment is most of the time under-
utilized because the wireless traffic requirements usually vary significantly in both
space and time [14], and only a subset of all the radio base stations (RBSs) need to
be active at the same time. A more efficient approach is to dynamically turn on/off
RBSs according to the wireless traffic variation, and to reconfigure the transport
network accordingly in order to share a limited pool of transport resources among
a large number of RBSs. This concept is referred to as dynamic resource sharing
and one of the possible options to employ this scheme is to jointly orchestrate radio
and transport resources via a hierarchical SDN control architecture [8].

As mentioned in Chapter 1, sharing the same set of transport resources among
different RBSs results in a better resource efficiency, and lowers the costs for network
providers. This comes at the expense of an increase in complexity of the control
plane, because the resources need to be assigned dynamically based on the variation
in traffic requirement at the RBSs. For this reason, the benefits of a dynamic
resource sharing scheme need to be quantified in a realistic network scenario in
order to demonstrate whether the cost savings are significant enough to justify the
increase in complexity of the control plane.

This chapter investigates the benefits of dynamic resource sharing achieved via
the joint orchestration of radio and transport resources in a realistic network sce-
nario based on the centralized radio access network (C-RAN) concept with optical
DWDM transport. A provisioning strategy has been proposed for the dynamic
sharing of transport resources among a large number of RBSs based on the tempo-
ral and spatial variation of the wireless traffic requirements. Moreover, the chapter
also briefly discusses the design of an optical network emulator, which had been
developed for the experimental validation of the simulation results. Finally, the
benefits of dynamic resource sharing in a 5G dense urban scenario are compared
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with a static overprovisioning case (in which there is no sharing of resources).

3.1 Related Work

Since the joint resource orchestration of different technology domains may have
a beneficial effect on the network cost, it has recently gained a lot of interest in
the research community. However, most of the research is focused on the joint
orchestration of transport and cloud resources. For example, the work in [15] de-
scribes the idea of integrated transport and cloud orchestration for the deployment
of virtual machines within data centers (DCs). The authors in [16] present an ar-
chitecture for the joint orchestration of transport and cloud domains in order to
dynamically deploy newly instantiated virtual networks. Both of these works eval-
uate the benefits of joint orchestration in terms of efficient utilization of transport
and cloud resources. Moreover, the work in [17] presents a multi-domain orches-
tration framework for transport and cloud resources in order to support dynamic
service creation.

On the other hand, there is not much work done to investigate the benefits
of joint orchestration of radio and transport resources. A proof of concept and a
preliminary performance investigation of joint orchestration of radio and transport
domains in a C-RAN scenario with an optical DWDM transport are presented
in [8, 18]. The authors in [19] present different models for abstraction of transport
resources towards the orchestrator, which is responsible for harmonizing the use of
resources across all network segments in the C-RAN. However, these works only
demonstrate the feasibility of the idea of joint orchestration, while its benefits in a
realistic network scenario have not been evaluated.

The next section describes the considered network architecture.

3.2 Network Architecture

The network architecture comprises two parts, i.e., the data plane and the control
plane, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The data plane is based on the interconnection of
DWDM rings which are of two types, i.e., the access ring and the metro ring.
Each access ring serves a number of RBSs (i.e., macro base stations (MBSs) and
small cells (SCs)) via the access edge (AE) nodes, to which the RBSs are connected
through wavelength tunable transponders (TPs). Each access ring covers a different
geo-type (e.g., residential, business, city center), and is characterized by a different
traffic profile which describes the daily wireless traffic variation in the geo-type. The
metro ring aggregates the traffic from/to the access segment to/from the metro edge
(ME) via the metro nodes (MNs). The ME is connected to a pool of baseband unit
(BBU) ports (where the baseband processing takes place), with each port equipped
with a wavelength tunable TP.

The node architecture of the ME, MN, and AE is also depicted in Fig. 3.1
and is based on wavelength selective switches (WSSs). This choice is motivated
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by the need to introduce flexibility in the network for the dynamic allocation of
resources according to the traffic requirements. Each time a RBS is activated, a
lightpath needs to be routed from the RBS to a port in the BBU pool, using the
entire capacity of a wavelength. This is done in order to support the high capacity
requirements of a fronthaul connection. The considered architectural choice allows
the routing of lightpaths by traversing the access and metro rings in either clockwise
or counter-clockwise direction (using either one of the WSSs at the ME).

The control plane provides a framework for the interaction between radio and
transport controllers through an orchestrator, which enables the joint orchestration
of radio and transport resources. The radio controller monitors the traffic require-
ment at each RBS and provides this information to the orchestrator, which takes
the decision about which RBS needs to be activated/deactivated at a certain time of
the day. Consequently, the orchestrator asks (i) the radio controller to turn on/off
the corresponding RBS(s), and (ii) the transport controller to establish/release
lightpaths between RBS(s) and port(s) in the BBU pool. This control architecture
allows for an efficient use of transport resources by dynamically adapting to the
traffic requirement of each geo-type. The next section describes how the idea of
dynamic resource sharing can be applied with the considered network architecture.
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Figure 3.1: Network architecture comprising both data and control plane. AE:
access edge; MN: metro node; ME: metro edge; BBU: baseband unit; TP:
transponder; WSS: wavelength selective switch. © 2016 IEEE (Paper III).

3.3 The Proposed Strategy for Dynamic Resource Sharing

In order to be able to activate all the RBSs when required, the most straightforward
option is to use overprovisioning. In this case, the network providers need to deploy
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as many TPs at the ME as the total number of RBSs in the network. However,
as mentioned previously, only a subset of all the RBSs needs to be active at the
same time due to temporal/spatial variation in the traffic requirement. Hence, the
total number of TPs deployed at the ME can be reduced by dynamically sharing
them according to which RBSs need to be active at a certain time of the day. This
requires a lightpath to be provisioned/released on demand for each RBS that is
activated/deactivated following a decision made by the orchestrator. The proposed
lightpath provisioning strategy is described next.

When a given RBS needs to be activated, the orchestrator first asks the trans-
port controller to compute a path from the left WSS at the ME to the corresponding
RBS by traversing the metro and the access rings in the counter-clockwise direction.
Following this, the transport controller is also asked to find a free wavelength on
this path while taking care of the wavelength clash constraint. Then, the orchestra-
tor asks the transport controller to compute a path from the right WSS at the ME
to the corresponding RBS by traversing the metro and access rings in the clockwise
direction, and also identify a free wavelength on this path. If free wavelengths are
not found on both of the paths, the corresponding RBS cannot be activated. Oth-
erwise, the orchestrator asks the transport controller to add a lightpath traversing
the shorter of the two paths (i.e., shorter between clockwise and counter-clockwise
options), if a free wavelength has already been found on the shorter path. If this
is not the case, the orchestrator asks the transport controller to add a lightpath
using the longer path option. The pseudo-code for lightpath provisioning strategy
in presented in Fig. 3.2.

Using the above-mentioned provisioning strategy, dynamic resource sharing can
be achieved as follows. Since the MBSs are always kept active in order to pro-
vide coverage, first of all the orchestrator turns on all the MBSs in the network
by provisioning a lightpath for each one of them. However, the SCs are turned
on/off dynamically in the network depending on the traffic requirement. Based on
the feedback from the radio controller, if the orchestrator realizes that the traffic
requirements of an AE are not met with the currently activated RBSs, it turns on
one or more SCs (depending on the traffic requirement) and establishes a lightpath
for each newly activated SC. Similarly, if the capacity requirements on an AE be-
come less than the capacity currently provided by the active RBSs of the AE, the
orchestrator turns off one or more SCs and tears down the corresponding lightpaths.

3.4 Performance Evaluation

The benefits of dynamic resource sharing are evaluated in terms of maximum num-
ber of TPs that need to be deployed at the ME, as compared to the case of overpro-
visioning. Both simulation and emulation frameworks have been used to evaluate
these benefits.

The simulation results have been obtained by using a custom built MATLAB
simulator, while an optical network emulator (ONE) has been developed for ex-
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1:  INPUT: activate a RBS 
2:  compute left path p1, i.e., starting at left WSS at the ME 
3:  find a free wavelength λ1 on left path p1 
4:  compute right path p2, i.e., starting at right WSS at the ME 
5:  find a free wavelength λ2 on right path p2
6:  IF λ1 and λ2 are not found THEN 
7:   OUTPUT: RBS not activated 
8:  ELSE 
9:   IF path p1 is shorter than path p2 THEN 
10:   IF λ1 is found THEN 
11:      add lightpath using p1
12:   ELSE 
13:      add lightpath using p2
14:   END IF 
15:    ELSE 
16:   IF λ2 is found THEN 
17:   add lightpath using p2
18:   ELSE 
19:   add lightpath using p1 
20:     END IF 
21:    END IF 
22:    OUTPUT: RBS activated 
23: END IF 

Figure 3.2: The pseudo-code of the proposed lightpath provisioning strategy.

perimental validation of the simulation results. The ONE only emulates the data
plane and it is connected to a real control plane instance based on an Open Day-
light (ODL) transport controller, which is equipped with a lambda interface for
controlling real TPs and WSSs [8]. The ONE emulates the data plane by using the
Mininet software with Open vSwitches (OVSs), i.e., one for each TP and WSS. The
commands from the lambda interface are translated to OF commands by using a
translation layer, in order to insert an OF entry in the OVS corresponding to each
lambda command. The emulation architectures for TPs and WSSs are shown in
Fig. 3.3. The packets are assigned a VLAN tag corresponding to each wavelength.
The radio controller is mimicked by a MATLAB script, which generates a text file
containing the wireless traffic requirements of all the access rings. Moreover, the
orchestrator is realized by a script in Java, which implements the dynamic resource
sharing strategy as described in the previous section. More details about the ONE
can be found in Paper III.

For performance evaluation, a 5G dense urban scenario has been considered, as
described in [20]. The scenario covers an area of 2×2 km2 with seven access rings,
each corresponding to a different geo-type. Each access ring has five AEs and each
AE is connected to one MBS (each one providing 100 Mbps/km2) and a layer of
N SCs (each one providing 50 Mbps/km2). A single metro ring connects three
MNs to one ME. It is assumed that each fiber carries 96 wavelengths, with 10 Gbps
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capacity in each wavelength. The temporal variations of traffic requirement in each
access ring are modelled by the traffic profile presented in [21] (scaled according
to the value of N), and the spatial variations are modelled by shifting the profile
by three hours. The traffic profile of each access ring is sampled every hour and
the resulting capacity value is randomly split among all the five AEs of the ring.
The SCs for each AE are activated/deactivated to match the traffic requirements at
each hour by using the strategy described in the previous section, and the number
of TPs that need to be active at the ME is calculated to evaluate the benefits of
the proposed strategy.
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Figure 3.3: Emulation architecture for the TP and the WSS with VLAN tagging
of packets corresponding to different wavelengths. © 2016 IEEE (Paper III).

Figure 3.4 shows the average number of TPs at the ME that need to be active
at each hour for N = 2 and N = 5. The results are averaged over 100 experiments
in the simulation case and over 7 experiments in the emulation case (due to long
runtime). The access ring traffic profiles are scaled to reach a maximum capacity
value of 1 Gbps/km2 for N = 2 and 1.75 Gbps/km2 for N = 5. Figure 3.4(a)
shows the number of TPs at each hour for N = 2. It can be seen that for the
case of overprovisioning, 105 TPs need to be deployed at the ME (i.e., 35 for MBSs
and 70 for SCs), as compared to 77 TPs (peak value in the figure) required by
using dynamic resource sharing, i.e., a saving of 26.7%. Figure 3.4(b) shows the
number of TPs at each hour for N = 5. In this case, 144 TPs need to be deployed
at the ME by using dynamic resource sharing, as compared to 210 TPs required
for overprovisioning (i.e., 35 for MBSs and 175 for SCs). This leads to a saving
of 31.4% in the number of TPs, which is deemed to be quite significant for the
network providers. Hence, it justifies the increase in complexity of the control
plane required for implementing the dynamic resource sharing strategy. A more
detailed analysis obtained with different traffic profiles and the cost evaluation of
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transport infrastructure can be found in Paper III.
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Figure 3.4: Number of TPs in use during 24 hours of the day with (a) N = 2 SCs
per AE and (b) N = 5 SCs per AE. DRS: dynamic resource sharing; OP:

overprovisioning. © 2016 IEEE (Paper III).





Chapter 4

Benefits of dynamic slicing in a
multi-purpose transport scenario

As mentioned in Chapter 1, dynamic resource sharing can also be achieved in a
multi-tenant scenario where a network provider manages the network resources as-
signed to each client (i.e., a slice) dynamically. In such a scenario, each client asks
the network provider to allocate a set of resources (e.g. connectivity, compute,
storage) in the form of a virtual network (VN)1 over the physical network (PN) in-
frastructure. This enables the network provider to share the same physical network
infrastructure among different types of clients.

The multi-tenant scenario just described is expected to play a very important
role in future transport networks, where the services requested by different types
of clients may have different requirement in terms of amount of resources needed.
Some services might be more demanding during the day time, while others might
ask for more resources during the night time. As a result, the VNs corresponding to
the different types of clients can be reconfigured according to their varying needs.
This can lead to an improvement in the network resource utilization, with the
potential to bring a significant increase in revenues for the network providers.

This chapter presents two mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formula-
tions. One is used for optimally mapping VNs into the PN. The second one is
used for the optimal VN reconfiguration in order to adapt the VN mapping to the
changes in resource requirements that the provisioned services may have between
day and night. This way of adapting to the temporal variation of the resource
requirements of each service is referred to as dynamic slicing, i.e., the portion of
resources assigned to each VN changes dynamically. The performance of dynamic
slicing is compared to a conventional slicing approach, i.e., referred to as static
slicing, in which the VNs are mapped into the PN according to their peak resource
requirements over their whole service time without any reconfiguration (Fig. 4.1).

1The authors in [22] refer to two distinct virtual networks over the same physical infrastructure
as slices. Hence, this thesis uses the terms virtual network and slice interchangeably.
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The benefits of dynamic slicing are evaluated in a scenario where the network is in
operation, i.e., a VN request is mapped into the PN, stays for a certain period of
time and then leaves the network.

NIGHT DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT 

Time 
[hours] 

VN Request 1 

VN 
Request 2 

Network 
Resources 

12 24 36 48 60 0 

(a)

NIGHT DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT 

Time 
[hours] 

VN Request 1 

VN 
Request 2 

12 24 36 48 60 0 

Network 
Resources 

(b)

Figure 4.1: The resource requirements for (a) static slicing, and (b) dynamic
slicing, assuming that the duration of day/night is exactly 12 hours.

4.1 Related Work

A lot of research has been carried out on network virtualization in IP-based networks
with most of the literature focused on how to map a VN request into the physical
infrastructure, e.g., [23–26]. On the other hand, the topic of network virtualization
in optical networks is still being investigated by the researchers. Most of the current
works in this area consider the network design problem, i.e., all the VN requests
are assumed to be known in advance, and the objective is to design a PN which
is capable of embedding all the VN requests, e.g., [27, 28]. The authors in [27]
propose a MILP formulation and a heuristic algorithm for VN mapping in both
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and flexible-grid optical networks. The
work in [28] describes the mapping of VNs over which optically transparent end-to-
end services need to be provisioned. It also presents a strategy for mapping of VNs
which provide opaque transport services (i.e., no need to allocate the same set of
wavelengths for every virtual link) thanks to the electrical termination capabilities
at each node.
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The works in [29–31] consider a scenario where the network is in operation, i.e.,
the VN requests are not known a priori and they arrive/leave the network dynami-
cally. The authors in [29] propose an algorithm for on-demand slice provisioning in
an optical substrate network with programmable routers (i.e., having generic for-
warding engine associated with several virtual links) and reconfigurable optical add
drop multiplexers (ROADMs). The work in [30] describes a scenario in which VN
requests are served dynamically in an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) based optical network. A heuristic algorithm for VN mapping over multi-
layer optical networks in a dynamic traffic scenario is proposed in [31]. However,
these works do not account for the possibility of VN reconfiguration (i.e., change
the mapping of a VN after it has already been provisioned into the PN) in order
to efficiently utilize the network resources.

On the other hand, the works in [32, 33] consider the possibility to reconfigure
existing VNs. This is done after the provisioning of an incoming VN request fails,
hoping that after reconfiguration, the same VN can be successfully embedded. The
work in [32] considers the case of elastic optical networks in which a VN request
may be blocked due to lack of sub-carriers in fiber links. The authors in [33] propose
an algorithm for minimizing the number of migrations of virtual nodes after the
reconfiguration process is triggered. However, the reconfiguration of VNs based on
the variation in resource requirements (i.e., dynamic slicing) seems to be ignored
by the researchers.

The next section describes the transport scenario in which the benefits of dy-
namic slicing have been evaluated.

4.2 Multi-purpose Transport

Figure 4.2 shows the multi-purpose transport scenario considered in this study,
where a single network provider allocates network resources to different types of
clients. The backbone of this architecture is the orchestrator, which manages the
transport, radio, and cloud resources in the network by interacting with differ-
ent types of controllers. In such a scenario, the orchestrator is responsible for:
(i) assigning network slices on demand to the clients according to their service re-
quirements, and (ii) reconfiguring each slice according to the temporal variation of
such requirements. In this work, it is assumed that the services come in the form of
VN embedding requests, described in terms of: (i) topology information (nodes and
links), (ii) resource requirements (i.e., capacity over the links, amount of resources
at the nodes), and (iii) how these requirements may vary over time. If the resources
required by the VN at the time of arrival cannot be provided based on the current
status of the PN, the VN request is rejected and the orchestrator notifies the client
about this. The transport network is assumed to be multi-layer (i.e., it has both
a packet and an optical layer) in order to allow for traffic grooming [34] between
different VNs.

Three different types of client have been considered, i.e., radio, cloud, and IP.
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• A radio client needs to connect remote radio units (RRUs) to the evolved
packet core (EPC) while going through a baseband unit (BBU) with enough BBU
ports available. The client either specifies (as part of the request) to use a particular
BBU, or it provides a list of candidate BBUs and asks the network provider to
choose one from the list.

• A cloud client asks for a certain computing and/or storage capacity to be
allocated in one or more data centers (DCs). In the latter case, the client also
requests for providing the necessary connectivity among the different DCs where
its resources have been allocated.

• An IP client asks for a certain bandwidth to be provisioned between two
internet service provider (ISP) islands.

It is worth mentioning that the radio and IP clients are assumed to have peak
resource requirements during the day time, while the cloud clients have their peaks
during night time, e.g., for synchronization or backup among the DCs. This indi-
cates that dynamic slicing would bring some benefits over static slicing, if the slices
assigned to each client are varied according to their resource requirements. The
next section describes the MILP formulation for implementing this strategy.
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Figure 4.2: A multi-purpose transport scenario with different types of clients. DC:
data center; RRU: remote radio unit; BBU: baseband unit; EPC: evolved packet
core; CC: client controller; VN: virtual network; ROADM: reconfigurable optical

add drop multiplexer.
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4.3 MILP formulation for Dynamic Slicing

The proposed dynamic slicing strategy works in two phases: (i) mapping the VN
request into the PN considering the resource requirements at the time of arrival
(i.e., either day or night), (ii) reconfiguring the VN according to day/night vari-
ation in the requirements. For each of the two phases, a MILP formulation is
proposed. MILParr is used for optimal mapping of the VN request into the PN,
while MILPreconf is used for optimal reconfiguration of the VN when switching
between day and night. The objective function and input/output parameters for
both MILP formulations are discussed in the following. The detailed description
of MILPreconf is presented in Paper IV, while MILParr is derived from the MILP
formulations presented in [27] and [35].

4.3.1 MILParr

The objective of this formulation is to minimize the wavelength resource usage in
the network, so that an incoming VN request occupies the minimum amount of
resources in the PN. This is achieved by the following objective function:

minimize

∑
mn

∑
ij

zij
mn

 (4.1)

where zij
mn denotes the number of lightpaths starting from node i and terminat-

ing at node j, while passing through the link (m,n) in the PN.
The input parameters for the formulation are the following: (i) the require-

ments of the incoming VN request (i.e., virtual node and link capacity as well as
the candidate physical nodes over which a virtual node can be mapped), and (ii) the
routes and the capacity used by the lightpaths currently established in the PN. The
capacity information helps the MILP to decide whether the capacity requirements
of an incoming VN request can be met by leveraging onto a previously established
lightpath(s). If this is not possible, the MILP adds the minimum number of new
lightpaths necessary to accommodate the VN request, in order to minimize the
resource usage in the PN. During this initial mapping phase, the previously estab-
lished lightpaths cannot be removed or rerouted in order to accommodate a VN
request.

If the MILP results in an infeasible solution, the VN request is rejected. On the
other hand, when a solution to the mapping problem is found, the output of MILP
formulation is: (i) node mapping of the VN request, i.e., where each virtual node
is mapped in the PN, (ii) link mapping, i.e., how the traffic of each virtual link is
mapped into the lightpaths provisioned in the PN, and (iii) the routes and capacity
used by all the lightpaths in the PN. The MILP output information is then used to
update the description of the current status of the PN resources. Once the service
time of a VN request expires, the corresponding PN resources are released and the
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PN resource usage information is updated. If after the departure of a VN, there is
no traffic left on a lightpath, the lightpath is torn down.

4.3.2 MILPreconf

As mentioned earlier, when the resource requirements of a VN change over time,
the slice corresponding to the VN needs to be adapted accordingly. Hence, when
switching between day and night time, all the currently mapped VNs need to be
reconfigured in order to match their new requirements. Some VNs might need to be
allocated more resources than previously assigned, while other VNs might ask for
less. Hence, MILPreconf is proposed to find an optimal way for allocating and de-
allocating the network resources to all the existing VNs. However, this formulation
considers that only the virtual link capacities of the VNs need to be updated in
order to match the traffic requirements during day and night.

The proposed formulation aims at minimizing the number of lightpath recon-
figurations. This is done by trying to accommodate each new virtual link capacity
requirement of a VN over the lightpaths where the VN was previously mapped.
If this cannot be done, one or more of these lightpaths can be rerouted, or in the
worst case one or more new lightpaths can be established. If after trying all these
options, the required capacity of a virtual link can be accommodated only partially,
the virtual link is considered as degraded, by an amount which is proportional to
the capacity that cannot be provisioned. The objective of the proposed MILP for-
mulation is to minimize (in this order of importance): the degradation level of each
virtual link, the number of reconfigurations experienced by each lightpath, and the
wavelength resource usage in the network. This can be mathematically described
as:

minimize

α∑
v

∑
be

dv
be + β

∑
ij

uij + γ
∑
mn

∑
ij

zij
mn

 (4.2)

where dv
be denotes the degradation of virtual link b-e of VN v, where b and e

represent the source and destination nodes (in the PN) of the virtual link. The
variable uij counts the number of reconfigurations for the lightpath(s) starting
from node i and terminating at node j, i.e., how many new lightpaths are added
between i and j, and how many lightpaths are rerouted. zij

mn is the same variable
as in MILParr, and it is used in the objective function to remove some of the
unused lightpaths after reconfiguration. These lightpaths previously carried some
traffic, however due to decrease in capacity requirements of some of the VNs, the
lightpaths are not required anymore. Moreover, α, β and γ are weighting factors
for the different terms in the objective function. Setting different values for these
weights can help to realize different policies for dynamic slicing. The most realistic
scenario is to minimize the degradation as much as possible, even if it requires the
reconfiguration of lightpaths. Hence, the weights are set as follows: α � β � γ.
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The MILPreconf uses the following input parameters: (i) the updated capacity
requirements for all virtual links of the existing VNs in the network, (ii) node
mapping of VNs generated by MILParr, which helps to realize how much traffic
needs to be routed between different nodes in the PN, (iii) routes of the previously
established lightpaths in the network, which enables the formulation to minimize
the reconfiguration of lightpaths by routing them over the same paths as before,
and (iv) the values for weights α, β and γ.

The output of MILPreconf is the following: (i) link mapping, i.e., how the traffic
of each virtual link is mapped into the lightpaths provisioned in the PN, (ii) the
routes and capacity used on all the lightpaths, and (iii) the degradation of each
virtual link in the VNs, which helps to compute the total degradation of each VN.
Assuming that a VN request is accepted into the PN at time t1 and has a holding
time of T time units, then the total VN degradation D is given by the following
formula:

D =
∫ t1+T

t1
Creq(t) −

∫ t1+T

t1
Cprov(t)∫ t1+T

t1
Creq(t)

(4.3)

where Creq(t) denotes the total required capacity and Cprov(t) represents the
total provided capacity in all the links of VN at time t, as depicted in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The total required and provided capacity of a VN during its holding
time. Creq(t): total required capacity; Cprov(t): total provided capacity; t1:

arrival time of VN.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the dynamic slicing procedure just de-
scribed, and to compare it to static slicing, a 6-node network from [27] has been
used as the PN. Each fiber link is assumed to have 80 wavelengths, with 100 Gbps
capacity in each wavelength. Two BBU hotels, one EPC, and four DCs are ran-
domly distributed in the PN (Fig. 4.4). It is assumed that the BBU hotels and
DCs have sufficient BBU ports and IT resources (i.e., compute and storage) avail-
able so that there is no VN rejection due to a failed node mapping. This leads to
a comparison of the performance of dynamic and static slicing as a result of link
mapping only.
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Figure 4.4: The 6-node physical network. © 2017 IEEE (Paper IV).

For each type of service, i.e., radio, cloud, and IP, three different VN requests
have been considered (Fig. 4.5). For the radio client, the number of RRUs at the
RRU nodes (which are randomly selected among all the nodes without a BBU hotel
or an EPC in Fig. 4.4) is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 5 and 15.
During the day time, the link capacity for fronthaul connection (RRUs-BBU) is 10
Gbps per RRU, while the backhaul traffic (BBU-EPC) is assumed to be 10% of
the total fronthaul traffic. During the night time, all the link capacities are scaled
down by a factor of 8 [21]. For the cloud client, the link capacity for each DC-DC
connection is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 50 and 100 Gpbs for the
day time, and each connection is scaled up by a factor of 25 for the night time [36].
Similarly for the IP client, the link capacity of an ISP-ISP connection is assumed
to be uniformly distributed between 1200 and 1500 Gbps for the day time, and this
number is scaled down by a factor of 8 for the night time [36]. The ISP nodes in
Fig. 4.5 can be mapped to any of the nodes in the PN.

Figure 4.6 shows the results comparing dynamic and static slicing, which have
been obtained by averaging over 50 experiments. The day/night duration is fixed
to 12 hours, and the total number of VN requests that arrive in each experiment is
1500. The inter-arrival time and holding time of the VN requests are exponentially
distributed. The mean holding time is 50 hours, while the mean inter-arrival time
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Figure 4.5: Three possible VN requests of radio, cloud, and IP clients. © 2017
IEEE (Paper IV).

is varied between 10 and 1.4 hours in order to change the load from 5 to 35 Erlangs.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the VN rejection probability for different values of loads for
static and dynamic slicing. Assuming that a network provider can accept blocking
values up to 0.1, the static approach only works for a maximum load of around 9
Erlangs, however the dynamic slicing works for load values up to 32 Erlangs.

Figure 4.6(b) shows the VN degradation averaged over all the accepted VN
requests during an experiment, with the degradation of each VN given by Eq. (4.3).
It can be seen that the degradation is very small for low loads (i.e., only around
0.1% for a load of 10 Erlangs) and tends to increase at high loads. Assuming that
0.1% degradation is acceptable for the network providers, Fig. 4.6(a) shows that
the dynamic slicing decreases the VN rejection probability from 0.11 for the static
case to 0.005 for the dynamic case (i.e., around 22 times) at 10 Erlangs, while also
having very low degradation. This decrease in rejection probability may help the
network providers to accept more VN requests into their physical infrastructure,
and hence increase their revenues.
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Figure 4.6: (a) VN rejection probability for static and dynamic slicing, and (b)
average VN degradation for dynamic slicing for different values of loads.

Pacceptable: acceptable VN rejection probability. © 2017 IEEE (Paper IV).



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarizes the main contributions of the thesis and draws some
concluding remarks. Then, it describes the work that is planned to be done in the
future.

5.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents different data plane aspects of network function virtualization
(NFV) and control plane aspects of dynamic resource sharing, which are considered
to be two possible techniques for tackling 5G transport challenges, i.e., huge traffic
volumes, low end-to-end latency and high capacity on-demand.

Considering the caching as a specific example of network function, different
data plane options for placement of caches in the network are analyzed in this
thesis. This is done in order to see which options are the most efficient in terms of
network power consumption and cost. Two different transport solutions have been
considered in the analysis, i.e., packet-centric and DWDM-centric. In the case of a
packet-centric transport, the intermediate nodes can perform electronic switching in
the metro segment. However, in the case of a DWDM-centric transport, the optical
signal cannot be terminated at intermediate nodes in the metro segment. Results
indicate that the most efficient option for the case of packet-centric transport is to
place a few large sized caches in the metro segment of the network. However, for
DWDM-centric transport, the only possibility for caching is to place several small
sized caches in the access segment. Moreover, it has also been observed that caching
brings an increase in the power consumption and cost of the network. However,
this increase might be acceptable for the network providers as it results in a better
QoS provided to the end-users.

Moreover, the control plane aspects of dynamic resource sharing are analyzed in
terms of which provisioning strategy should be used for sharing a limited amount
of transport resources. This thesis shows that dynamic resource sharing can help
to address the challenge of high capacity on-demand. The analysis is presented for
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both a single-tenant case (i.e., an operator playing the role of service and network
provider), and a multi-tenant case (i.e., where a network provider manages the
resources assigned to different service providers in an intelligent way). In both the
cases, the resources are dynamically shared based on the service traffic variation
(i.e. both over space and time) to provide capacity when/where required.

For the single-tenant case, the benefits of dynamic resource sharing are evaluated
in a C-RAN scenario with an optical DWDM transport. The RBSs are dynamically
turned on/off according to their wireless traffic variation, and the transport net-
work is accordingly reconfigured to share a limited amount of transport resources
among different RBSs. This is realized via a SDN-based control framework which
enables the joint orchestration of radio and transport resources. The simulation
and emulation experiments presented in this thesis prove that dynamic resource
sharing can save up to 31.4% of transport resources as compared to a conventional
overprovisioning approach. This indicates that dynamic resource sharing leads to
an efficient utilization of network resources, and hence can provide a significant
increase in the revenues for operators.

For the multi-tenant case, the network resources are dynamically shared among
different types of clients, taking into account their different requirements. In par-
ticular, three types of clients have been considered (i.e., radio, cloud, and IP), each
one asking for a slice of network resources as a VN over the physical infrastructure.
Radio and IP clients are assumed to have a peak in their resource requirements
during the day time, while the cloud clients have a peak in their resource require-
ment during the night time. MILP formulations are presented for both optimally
mapping the incoming VN request, as well as for reconfiguring the existing VNs
when switching between the required capacity values for day and night time. Re-
sults show that the proposed scheme can significantly improve the VN rejection
probability as compared to conventional slicing approach where the slices assigned
for a VN are not reconfigured. This improvement in rejection probability can help
the network providers to accept more VN requests and hence increase their rev-
enues. Moreover, these benefits are achieved at the expense of the degradation of
some services. However, the results indicate that the amount of degradation is very
small for acceptable levels of VN rejection probability.

5.2 Future Work

In the future, the work has been planned to extend the analysis presented in Chapter
4. Although the current results seem to be quite promising, the MILP formulations
are not scalable for very large networks. Hence, there is a need to develop a heuris-
tic algorithm for dynamic slicing in order to benchmark the results from MILP
formulations. Such an algorithm would help to investigate the benefits of dynamic
slicing in a more realistic large-sized network.

Furthermore, the plan is to extend the optical network emulator (presented in
Chapter 3) with new functionalities, in order to be able to use it to validate the
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benefits of the proposed dynamic slicing strategy. Currently, the emulator is capa-
ble of emulating only the TPs and WSSs. This needs to be extended in order to
be able to emulate more sophisticated network components like ROADMs. More-
over, in order to implement dynamic slicing in the emulator, some new interface
requirements would be necessary. The interface between clients and the orchestra-
tor would be required for exchanging information, e.g., the client would present its
service requirements to the orchestrator and receive a notification from the orches-
trator regarding acceptance/rejection of the VN request. Moreover, the interface
between orchestrator and different types of controllers would also need to be up-
dated in order to exchange information regarding reconfiguration of the VNs when
switching between day and night. Apart from this, the interfaces for managing the
radio and cloud resources in the network through radio and cloud controllers also
need to be developed. It would also be interesting to study the impact of controller
hierarchy in the multi-purpose transport architecture presented in Fig. 4.2. The
different types of controllers can be placed side-by-side under the orchestrator, in
which case the orchestrator directly interacts with each controller in order to get
the information about the underlying resources. Another option would be to have
a parent-child hierarchy of the controllers, in which case the high level controller
may hide the information from orchestrator regarding the resources managed by
the low level controller. This can significantly impact the performance of dynamic
slicing since the orchestrator takes the decisions about resource allocation based on
the information provided to it by the controllers.

This also leads to an interesting aspect to be explored in the future work, i.e.,
finding out the best resource abstraction policies used by the controllers. In the
current results, it is assumed that the controllers provide all the information about
the underlying resources to the orchestrator which enables it to take the optimal
decisions about resource allocation. However, this comes at the expense of in-
creased implementation complexity and also makes the control infrastructure less
scalable, since the orchestrator needs to handle a large amount of information from
different controllers. Hence, the controllers need to abstract the information about
underlying resources as much as possible. This would however affect the optimality
of decisions taken by the orchestrator. Therefore, the impact of different resource
abstraction policies on the performance of dynamic slicing needs to be investigated.
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